
 

 
 

 

   

 

 

Monash University Student Association (MUSA) 

Monash Student Council (MSC) 

8
th

 Council Meeting Minutes 

 

Date: 8
th
 August 2011 

Time: 6.20 a.m. 

Venue: Room B6210, Level 2, Building B6 

The following members of the council were present, constituting a quorum: 

Voting Members 

 

Vice President:     Simon Ho Jian Xiong (chair-casting vote only) 

General Secretary:    Tham Tse Leng 

Treasurer:     Teng Wei Lin (Grace)     

Head of Clubs & Societies:   Kok Wai Hong 

Activities Chairperson:    Gan Jieh Wen (Rachel) 

Welfare Officer:    Ong Yuan Ting                                                   

Wom*ns’ Officer:    Gan Sue Tee 

School of Business Representative:  Sahil Rasiklal Kamani    

      Michelle Angeline Khor Ee Ling                                       

School of Science Representative:  Rachel Quah Hwei Chyn    

School of Engineering Representative:  Voon Seen Yee (Victoria)          

      Aaron Ng Tze Heng       

School of Arts Representative:   Seow Choon Hui    

      Lindley Tam Su-Ean   

School of IT Representative:   Hana Putri Christian                  

School of Medicine Representative:  Samuel Kwok Chia Wei    

      Chiam Joo Anne  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

   

MUISS President:    Anjab Hossain 

MUPA President:    Uvais Ibrahim  

Non-voting Members                                    

Vice President:     Loo Juo Nan                            

Head of Clubs & Societies:   Hung Mun Kum (Kimberly)                       

Treasurer:      Koh Wenying                                                             

Publicity Officer:     Mohammed Nabil Fahim                     

Editor:       Sadat Osman                

      Francis Nishantha Perera 

Absence (With Apology)             

President:     Yvonne Yap                                                         

School of Science Representative:  Ali Mehdi                                             

Absence (Without Apology)                                                                  

Welfare Officer:    Jonathan Lim Yi Wei                   

Editor:       Lee Jun-Elle     

      Jody Wong Tze En                                    

School of IT Representative:    Pradeesh Paramesrawan 

Meeting Chairperson 

Yvonne Yap 

Student Representatives  

Rochani Wimalkantha                      

Mansur-Williams Khadhija                                                                                                                                                                              

Meeting Agenda was handed out to everyone. 

1. Welcome of Student Representatives  

1.1. Tse Leng began the meeting by welcoming MUISS Editors Rochani and Khadhija and student 

representative, Di Yao to the 8
th
 MSC Meeting.  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

2. Acceptance of Apology Letters 

2.1.  Ali could not attend the meeting as he has an important doctor’s appointment at Sunway 

Medical Centre scheduled for the same time.  

Motion #1: ‘That the Male School of Science Representative’s letter of absence is accepted by 

the Council’ – tabled by Lindley, seconded by Nabil. 

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously.  

2.2. Yvonne was unable to attend the meeting today as she is sick and requires a visit to the doctor 

immediately.  

Motion #2: ‘That the President’s letter of absence and proxy appointment is accepted by the 

Council’- tabled by Choon Hui, seconded by Nabil.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3. 2011 Office Bearers’ Progress Reports 

3.1. General Secretary’s Progress Report 

3.1.1. Council members are reminded to check the list of tentative dates for all council meetings for 

the rest of the year sent to everyone in order to make appropriate arrangements to attend 

future meetings.  

3.1.2.  Apology and proxy appointment letters sent on the day of the meeting will not be presented 

during the meeting unless valid reason is given (i.e. council member is feeling unwell and 

needs to take the day off).  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.1.3. Certificate Printing 

3.1.3.1. Certificates for MUVP, Monash Amazing Race, Inter-Women Futsal Competition 

Sub-committee certificates have already been printed and issued.  

3.1.3.2. Printings of several certificates have been held up as the university’s Marketing 

Department is revising the design of certificates which may take approximately two 

months.  

3.1.3.3. A standardised and agreed upon template has been drawn up for certificates, all 

certificates printed on Monash University certificates have to adhere to this template 

while others are encourage to follow the standardised format.  

3.1.4.  MUSA Elections 2011  

3.1.4.1. Interviews for Deputy and Assistant Returning Officers were conducted on 5
th
 

August. Panel of interviewees included Returning Office, Ms Yeap Lai Hoon, MUSA 

Advisor, Mr Eng Cheong Meng and MUSA General Secretary, Tham Tse Leng. A 

total of 11 applicants were interviewed.  

3.1.4.2. The Election Committee has been formed as of 7
th
 August. Members are as follow: 

Returning Officer:           Ms Yeap Lai Hoon  

Deputy Returning Officer:      Andrew Loh Chih Kuang  

Assistant Returning Officers: Alwin Loo Teik Yee 

                                                                Lianne Lee Mei Quin  

                                                                Adelene Tan Wei Yi 

               Lu Wei Hoong  

3.1.4.3. The MUSA Election 2011 timeline was also outlined: 

New ticket name registration:                                                            

9
th

 August 2011 – 12
th

 August 2011 (closes at 5.00pm) 

Nomination Period & Application to set out as a ticket:              

15
th

 August 2011 – 19
st
 August 2011 (closes at 5.00pm) 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Campaigning Period:                                                                        

12
th

 September 2011 – 21
st
 September 2011 

Polling Period:                                                                                    

15
th

 September 2011 – 21
st
 September 2011 

3.1.4.4. Suggestions to improve the electoral process included to be more reasonable when 

determining a spoilt vote and to ensure voters are better informed of how to cast their 

vote to reduce spoilt vote count. Additionally, another suggestion brought forward was 

to instil regulations to prevent newly elected council members from abandoning their 

committed posts or partners in the MSC for transfer or Monash Abroad opportunities. 

Including such regulations should be made binding, thus either needing a properly 

drawn up contract requiring assistance from solicitors or endorsement in the MSC if 

brought forward by the EC, both of which may not be possible given the short time 

frame.  

3.1.5.  Library and Learning Commons Matters 

3.1.5.1. Survey results have been released by Monash University Australia indicating three 

problematic areas being, the hogging and lack of computer terminals and worktables 

and disruptive noise levels.  

3.1.5.2. The Chief Librarian together with her staff are outlining an action plan to tackle these 

problems. Several improvements have already been implemented to tackle noise levels 

as all sofas and bean bags have on Level 2 have been shifted to the Ground Floor 

while a learning commons section of Level 3 has been enclosed with glass panels to 

contain noise. Additionally, the number of mobile devices available on loan has 

increased.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.1.5.3. Additional suggestions for improvement include auto log-off after 15 minutes for 

express computer terminals and allowance for students to use computers that are left 

unattended and without any notes for more than 15 minutes.  A system to show 

number of available computer terminals at all locations on campus could ease 

congestion in the Library and Learning Commons as it could help promote availability 

of computer labs and other locations that large number of students are not generally 

aware of. A noise button may be installed in several locations where students who are 

disturbed by noisy peers may call for a librarian on patrol to help with the situation.  

3.1.5.4. The Chief Librarian suggested MUSA initiate a Printing Kiosk outside the library to 

help ease congestion and offer an additional service to students. Council members 

deliberated and agreed that such basic services should be provided by the university. 

Instead, cloud printing was suggested to help with lack and hogging of computer 

terminals in the Library and Learning Commons.  

Motion #3: ‘That the General Secretary’s progress report is accepted by the Council’ – tabled by 

Lindley, seconded by Hana.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3.2. Vice President’s Progress Report 

3.2.1. KickOut 

3.2.1.1. KickOut is resumed this semester and will be held every Monday for the following 

weeks of the semester, opened to all students and staff of Monash University Sunway 

campus.  

3.2.1.2. Previous semester’s program was very successful with an average of 15-20 

participants for each session, a large improvement from last year.   

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.2.2. Proposal for Budget Increment for Subsidies on Conferences and Competitions 

3.2.2.1. Advised by the MUSA Advisor to increase such subsidy opportunities to enhance 

student experiences in Monash University Sunway campus. 

3.2.2.2. Events subsidised so far include the University Scholars Leadership Symposium 

2011, 2
nd

 United Asians Debate Competition 2011 and AMSA’s Hong Kong Joiint 

Conference 2011.  

3.2.2.3. Proposed budget increment figures will be presented by MUSA Treasurers and are 

based on Semester 1, 2011 figures.  

3.2.3.  MSL International Student ID Card Booth 

3.2.3.1. Have expressed interest to set up a booth in Monash University Sunway campus 

offering first 200 students free MSL International Student ID Card, allowing 

cardholders to be entitled to special privileges or discounts.  

3.2.3.2. Issue arises whereby Monash University Sunway campus insists on charging rental 

for the use of space, despite the fact that students will be directly benefitting from 

these free cards.  

3.2.3.3. A suggestion was raised to perhaps have MUSA subsidise the rental costs for MSL. 

Vice Presidents are confident that with negotiations with the Event Manager and 

Facilities Department, no one should have to bear any rental costs.  

3.2.3.4. Welfare Officers were asked to take charge of this matter.  

3.2.4.  EAC Matters  

3.2.4.1. Meeting was set up with the school representatives and they were asked to gather 

more information specific to their respective schools on Monash Abroad opportunities.  

3.2.4.2. Students are also encouraged to approach Mr. Selwyn Ng for more information, but 

he mentioned that he does prefer students to do adequate research before approaching 

him.  

3.2.4.3. School representatives have been asked to send in reports of APC hearings attended 

for filling purposes.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.2.4.4. Information regarding each case is strictly confidential but are mostly revolving 

around examination misconduct issues like cheating, bringing in unauthorised 

materials etc.  

3.2.4.5. Students are also urged to get hold of the Student Disciplinary Policy that outlines 

repercussions of certain disciplinary misconducts here in Monash University Sunway 

campus.  

3.2.4.6. Students summoned to APC hearings will be given a pre-hearing briefing session in 

late August organised by Student Services to prep students on how they can prepare 

for such hearings.  

3.2.4.7. MUPA voiced out stating that their counterparts in Australia approach such hearings 

differently as school representatives are not made to represent legal persons, instead 

they coach and offer students support before their hearings. Postgraduate students with 

legal background would be glad to offer assistance or advise on legal matters if 

council members were to require any.  

3.2.4.8. Vice Presidents along with school representatives are working on a student rights 

awareness campaign that is scheduled to be held end of this month. Additionally, Vice 

Presidents are also working with Ms Ling Shu Fen on progress with possibly 

establishing a Student Rights Officer.   

Motion #4: ‘That the Vice Presidents’ progress report is accepted by the Council’ – tabled by 

Lindley, seconded by Nisha.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.3. Treasurers’ Report 

3.3.1.  Expenditure Report 

3.3.1.1. MUSA’s expenditure report as of 8
th
 August 2011 is as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Total expenses to date     142,348.85 

 

 *Items highlighted in yellow are new expenses  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.3.2. Budget Increment for Vice Presidents’ Subsidies and Monash Annual Ball 

3.3.2.1. Due to increase of students requesting for subsidies to various international 

competition and conferences, the Vice Presidents have proposed to increase the Vice 

Presidents’ Subsidies budget RM40,000.  

3.3.2.2. Upcoming conferences include the Dragon 100 Conference in Hong Kong and LSE 

Asia Investment Banking Conference 2011.  

Motion #5: ‘That the Vice Presidents’ subsidies budget be increased to RM40,000 is accepted by the 

Council’ – tabled by Samuel, seconded by Rachel.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3.3.2.3. The Activities Advisory Committee has also requested for a budget increment for the 

Monash Annual Ball from RM90,000 to RM95,000 as additional insurance and legal 

fees for drafting the contract for hotel ballroom bookings are now taken into account.  

Motion #6: ‘That the increment of an additional RM5,000 to Monash Annual Ball budget is 

accepted by the Council’ – tabled by Lindley, seconded by Wai Hong.  

For: 17 

Against: 1 

Abstention: 0 

Motion passed. 

3.3.3. Internal Rewards Policy and Guidelines 

3.3.3.1. The Internal Rewards Policy has been revised with the amendment that MUSA 

council members are entitled to a maximum of RM30 claim for the annual 

appreciation dinner instead of RM25.  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.3.3.2. Department or division heads are reminded to inform subcommittee members that 

they are still entitled to appreciation dinners but only one each semester.  

Motion #7: ‘That the Internal Rewards Policy and Guidelines is accepted by the Council’ – tabled 

by Juo Nan, seconded by Joo Anne.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion passed unanimously. 

3.3.4.  Issue with Under-utilised Funds 

3.3.4.1. MUSA Treasurers have shown that particularly in the Welfare and Activities 

Department, funds are heavily under-utilised when compared with budgeted figures at 

the start of the year. These departments were heavily encouraged to come up with 

more beneficial activities for Monash students.  

Motion #8: ‘That the Internal Rewards Policy and Guidelines is accepted by the Council’ – tabled 

by Juo Nan, seconded by Choon Hui.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion passed unanimously. 

3.4.  Clubs and Societies’ Progress Report 

3.4.1. Amendments to SOP 

3.4.1.1. EMFs submitted by clubs and societies may be signed by Heads of Clubs and 

Societies in absence of the MUSA President. As such, a level of bureaucracy has been 

reduced.  

3.4.1.2. Risk assessments are now down only after its approval from MUSA Advisor. Such 

SOP for EMFs applies to everyone and not only clubs and societies.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.4.2.  MUSA Meeting Room 

3.4.2.1.  The MUSA Meeting Room may be used by clubs and societies for a maximum of 

two hours on a weekly basis between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m.  

3.4.2.2. Any bookings should be done through MUSA Welfare Department two weeks prior 

to said meeting.  

3.4.3. C&S Week 

3.4.3.1. C&S Week was held from 2
nd

 to 5
th
 August at the concourse area of Monash 

University Sunway campus.  

3.4.3.2. Response and participation in C&S Week this semester did not match up to last 

semester’s. 

3.4.3.3. Amongst rules and regulations set out by the division were, no use of polystyrene, 

promotional material had to be approve by C&S beforehand, claims have to be 

submitted by 12
th
 August, penalties to be imposed if booths were not cleaned up after 

the event and selling of merchandise was strictly prohibited.  

3.4.3.4. Clubs and Societies with the best decoration and creative booths were awarded prizes 

to encourage more effort in promotion of clubs to the student body.  

3.4.3.5. Several clubs and societies are currently on probation. These include Monash In-Line 

Skating Club, Monash Entrepreneurship Clubs and the club merger between Monash 

Accounting and Banking and Finance Club.  

3.4.3.6. The Frisbee club has been deemed inactive as no AGMs have been conducted for 

several semesters. However, someone has come forth and imitated to revive the Club, 

thus the Frisbee Club may still be running.  

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

Motion #9: ‘That the Head of Clubs and Societies’ progress report is accepted by the Council’ – 

tabled by Rachel, seconded by Yuan Ting.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3.5. MUISS’ Progress Report 

3.5.1.  Cultural Adaptation Workshop 

3.5.1.1. Cultural Adaptation Workshop was held on 18
th
 July, it was led by Event Directors 

Safaath and Shafayet.  

3.5.1.2. Feedback from participants was good with 94% of ratings above average.  

3.5.1.3. The only problem was that participant turnout was rather poor as out of the 250 to 

300 expected participants, only approximately 100 students showed up during the 

event date itself.  

3.5.2. Sunway and KL Tour 

3.5.2.1. Response to the Sunway and KL Tour was relatively good and turnout on the tour day 

itself was almost 95%.  

3.5.2.2. The tour was planned in a way that it was less tiring than the previous tour. The 

buddies did an excellent job in handling the tour and there were no significant delays 

or complaints this time.  

3.5.3. MUISS Melaka Tour 

3.5.3.1. The Melaka Tour was held on the 13
th
 of August while registration was from 3

rd
 to 4

th
 

August. MUISS is expecting a good feedback on this tour.  

3.5.3.2. However, MUSA Treasurer brought forward that budget for the MUISS Melaka Tour 

may not be approved due to late and incomplete submission of budget proposals. If  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

MUISS were to carry on with the tour without confirmation of budget approval, 

delayed payment to external parties may have to be negotiated.  

3.5.3.3. MUSA Treasurers reminded all that budget proposals should be submitted at least 

two weeks before any event.  

3.5.4. Grand Iftar Night 

3.5.4.1. MUISS is planning to hold the annual Grand IFtar Night on 19
th
 August for around 

200 pax at the Foyer. The event is to be headed by karan and Adnan .  

3.5.4.2. EMF has not been submitted for this event yet, but it was brought forward that the 

Islamic Society has already submitted and EMF for an Iftar Night on their own. 

Feasibility of having two Iftar Nights was put to question.  

3.5.4.3. MUISS explained that this year’s Grand Iftar Night will not be organised in 

collaboration with the Islamic Society as they have specific requirements to gender 

seating arrangements etc.  

3.5.4.4. Details on the Grand Iftar Night will be further explored during the MUISS meeting 

tomorrow.  

3.5.5. Cultural Diversity Day 

3.5.5.1. EMF for Cultural Diversity Day has been submitted and will be held on the 13
th
 of 

September at the Foyer in front of Building C2.  

3.5.6. Other Updates  

3.5.6.1. MUISS is hoping to organise a MUISS Movie Night to be sponsored by TGV or 

GSC, where a whole theatre will be booked out for only Monashians.  

3.5.6.2. MUISS is also contemplating on hosting a Battle of the Bands in collaboration with 

the Music Club which will replace Who’s On the Spot.  

3.5.6.3. MIMA is currently in its final stages of production, it should be out hopefully by the 

first week of September.  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.5.6.4. EMF for Cultural Diversity Day has been submitted and will be held on the 13
th
 of 

September at the Foyer in front of Building C2.  

Motion #10: ‘That the MUISS President’s progress report is accepted by the Council’ – tabled by 

Hana, seconded by Choon Hui.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3.6. Welfare’s Progress Report 

3.6.1.  Muhammad Muhaimin has been appointed as Lounge Manager to replace Divya Nair who 

has graduated.  

3.6.2.  MUSA Lounge facilities have been maintained. The pool table’s cloth has been changed and 

previous malfunctions have been fixed. The foosball table will also be fixed or replaced 

soon.  

3.6.3.  The door to the gym is now locked and those wishing to enter will have to present their 

membership cards at the MUSA Lounge counter.  

3.6.4.  The MUSA Lounge opening hours is fixed on weekdays 9am to 6pm during the first week 

and subsequently will be opened from 9am to 9pm on weekdays.  

3.6.5.  Quotations for the new sofas to be placed in the MUSA Lounge have been submitted to 

MUSA Treasurers for approval.  

3.6.6.  The issue of not being able to keep track of those who use the gym was brought up. Some 

students who do not have gym membership have been utilising the gym facilities. Several 

council members suggested abolishing gym membership fees as since it is almost impossible 

to keep track of who uses it and providing free gym access to students could be a way to help 

improve students’ welfare. However, some advocated that abolishing gym membership fees 

may affect MUSA’s cash flow and if such facilities are to be made free, other facilities like 

the pool table should be made free too and justification of such expenses was brought up.  



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.6.7.   MUSA Treasurers suggested that an impact assessment of abolishing gym membership fees 

should be drawn up and presented at the next council meeting before a decision is made.  

3.6.8.  Welfare Officers to check if non-residences Monash students are allowed to use swimming 

pool and gym facilities at the new hostel. Welfare Officers are also to look into issue of 

having a lifeguard at the swimming pool.  

3.6.9.  The Hostellite Party will be held on 26
th
 August at the Library Rooftop from 6pm to 10pm. 

The event will feature a movie screening and free dinner for all.  

Motion #11: ‘That the MUSA Welfare Officers’ progress report is accepted by the Council’ – tabled 

by Angeline, seconded by Nabil.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

Lindley left at 8:05p.m. 

3.7. Activities’ Progress Report  

3.7.1. Monash Amazing Race 

3.7.1.1. The Monash Amazing Race was held on 7
th
 May from 7:30 am to 3:30pm around 

Bandar Sunway.  

3.7.1.2. A total of 250 participants from all faculties and some outsiders sign up, but 235 were 

present on the event day.  

3.7.1.3. The Monash Amazing Race crew comprised of 50 event coordinators, facilitators and 

first aiders.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.7.1.4. Recruitment for Monash Amazing Race committee began in February. Full 

committee list is as follows: 

Position Name 

Chairperson Rachel Gan 

Secretary Wooi Wen Yang, Ken  

Publicity Stephanie Ching 

Yeoh Kylie  

Ticketing Choong Kar Mun 

Muhammad Khalid 

Sponsorship & Prizes Gajendheran Nadaesan 

How Kelly 

Games & Activities Chew May Jin 

Dexter Low Juan Wye 

Bong Wui Cherng, Jonathan 

Ivan Looi Jia Jun 

Yeong Jia Jun 

Logistics Department  Poon Chi Kit 

Alex Kuan Shih Chieh 

Kong Chee Zhen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3.7.1.5. The event’s expenses report is as follows:  

 

 
  

  

  

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

3.7.2. Monash Annual Ball  

3.7.2.1. Monash Annual Ball itinerary may not be presented just yet as there are some details 

that are yet to be finalised. There were small hiccoughs with settling the hotel venue 

which will be confirmed in the next few days. However, date for the ball will 

definitely be before the mid-semester break.  

Motion #12: ‘That the MUSA Activities’ Chairperson’s progress report is accepted by the Council’ 

– tabled by Nabil, seconded by Sahil.  

For: 18 

Against: 0 

Abstention: 0 

Motion carried unanimously. 

3.8. Other Matters  

3.8.1.  The Executive Committee met earlier on to discuss the issue of under spending since the 

Arts Festival will no longer be held as planned. The Exco suggested opening up a slot to any 

Monash student or body interested in organising an event that will be fully funded by 

MUSA. Proposals will be reviewed and the most feasible one will be selected. A banner 

should be prepared to publicise such opportunities.  

3.8.2.  Engineering school representatives requested for MUSA subsidies for the ICheMe event that 

will be held later this year. Council members urged engineering school representatives to 

enquire under the Vice Presidents’ subsidies. 

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:35 p. m.  

Prepared by,  

Tham Tse Leng 

General Secretary  

Monash University Student Association 2011 


